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About This Content

There will be a time for peace in the galaxy, where life-forms can skip through the fields and read poetry, unworried by the
threat of war, but this is not that time. There will be a time for song, time for cakes, time for long afternoon strolls, but this is
not that time. There will be time for love, time for joy, time for writing that novel you know you have in you somewhere, but

this is still not that time.

This is a time for war. Huge war, galaxy-spanning war, where the cries for mercy from the citizens of captured worlds will
reverberate around the bridge of your flagship. A time for honor, for glory, for huge profits for people in the defense industry.

This is a time for galactic conquest.

Key features:

Mid-battle fleet-wide 'retreat' option
Post-battle repairs
You can scrap ships to reclaim the crew and a part of the construction cost
Shipyards, in 3 different sizes
Factories produce cash, academies produce crew
Repair yards fix your ships after battle
Enemy ships can be captured once victory is declared
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Loyalty and threat levels modelled for each of your worlds
Attack and move fleets between systems only through established hyperspace wormholes
Three difficulty settings, to suit all levels of player
New campaign-specific manual to instruct would-be galactic conquerors
New campaign music
'Massively singleplayer' feature pits you against fleets designed by other players
Lots of new background graphics and planets to fight over
Spatial anomalies force you to fight some battles in adverse conditions, or with limited ship choices
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gratuitous space battles galactic conquest

I usually love these kind of game modes, but this one is too severely flawed.

You have to be online to play, if your internet drops the game crashes.

There is no way to tell what forces are on a planet before you attack so you guess what to attack rather than using any tactics.

There's a retreat button but it's bugged and causes your entire fleet to explode even if you retreat before a single shot is fired and
it takes a long long time to rebuild.

You can't design or modify ships, you have to exit to the campaign to design a ship from the main menu, then load your gamr
and load the ship (wtf).
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